Dear Friend,

Did you know that Amazing Facts is reaching more nations than ever before with the gospel message, even Communist countries and Islamic strongholds? Did you know we constantly create new websites—such as the Bible Prophecy Timeline now underway—and revamp old ones with fresh information, and that 500,000 people use our websites each year, many of them discovering truth for the first time?

Check out these current details:

- Our popular radio program, *Bible Answers Live*, has rocketed to new levels of exposure through its broadcasts on Sirius Satellite Radio.
- AFCOE International has planted Centers of Evangelism Schools in the Ukraine, India, the UK, and the Philippines.
- Hearts have melted for Christ in Dubai and Jakarta as Pastor Doug
presented outreach and revival meetings to massive crowds.

- Our Chinese website is one of our most visited, and we’re translating Amazing Facts books and videos into the Chinese language, among others.
- Our 24/7 AFTV channel is producing intriguing new content to reach a broader audience of skeptics and believers alike with the message of truth.

All this adds up to changed lives—souls for the kingdom of God!

To see more of what we’re accomplishing through the Lord’s blessing and your generosity, please watch this short video...
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We hope you enjoy receiving emails from Amazing Facts.
If you would rather not receive our emails, please click here...
You subscribed to this newsletter with the following email address: ahc@andrews.edu